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The Capacity Region of the Two-Way Channel 
Can Exceed the Inner Bound 
GUNTER DUECK 
University of Bielefeld, Bielefeld, West Germany 
Introducing the two-way channel Shannon (Proc. 4th Berkeley Symp. Math. 
Stat. and Prob., 1961) layed the foundation to the theory of multi-user com- 
munication. Shannon gave an inner bound for the capacity region of this 
channel. We prove by example that the capacity region of the two-way channel 
is in general larger than its inner bound, This gives a partial solution of open 
problem I of van der Meulen's [(1977) IEEE Trans. Inform. Theory IT-23] 
survey paper. 
I .  INTRODUCTION 
In his pioneering article Shannon (1961) investigated the two-way communica- 
tion channel (TWC). Among other results Shannon gave an inner and an outer 
bound for the capacity region of this channel. The exact determination of the 
capacity region is considered to be extremely difficult and is still an open problem. 
We show in this paper by example that the capacity region of the TWC can be 
definitely larger than the so-called inner bound. 
II. DEFINITIONS 
A two-way channel (TWC) connects two terminals which can communicate 
with each other using this channel (scheme see Fig. 1). A TWC is defined 
Terminal I 
output ~ j input y 
~Channe l  W ,> Terminal 2 
input x ~ output 
FIG. 1. Scheme of the TWC.  
by a set of transition probabilities W(37, ~ ] x, y) where x, y, y, x range over 
finite alphabets f ,  ~/, ~/, f .  The sets £r, ~ serve as input alphabets and the 
sets :~, ~7 as output alphabets. 
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For n-words 
x n = (xj ,..., x,) ~ f~,  yn ~_ (Yl ,'", Yn) E o-fin, 
Y• = (21  , ' " ,  Yn)  @ ~Tn, ~n = (X 1 . . . .  , ~'n) ~ fn  
the transition probability is defined by 
w~(y  ,~, x~ I x~, y~) ( I  w(y i  , ~ I xi , y~). 
i=1 
A (n, ./VI, Nz) code for the (general) TWC is a system 
(~ = {( f i ,  g j ,  A i j ,  Bij) ] i = 1,..., N 1 ; j  = 1,..., N2} 
where Aij C Y7% Bij C fn  are the decoding sets; for fixed i e {1,..., N1} 
• /. - .t Ai~ n A iy  ~-- ~ for j :A J ,  J, J e {1 .... , N2} 
and for f ixedj  E {1,..., N2} 
B~. ~ B~,~ = ,~ for i • i'; i, i' e {1,..., N1}. 
The fi's and the g/s  are encoding functions of the form 
i i y  i y  i y  fi ~--- I l l , f2  (1 ) ,  fa ( 1,  Y2),'",f~ ( 1, Y2,..., Yn-1)] 
g, -~ [gl j, g2~(Xl), gaJ(X1, X2),"', g•J(X1, X2 ,..., -~n-l)] 
where f l  i ~ f and f j  is a function on qTk-1 with values in f ,  k ~ {2,..., n}; 
gl s e q/ and g j ,  k e {2,.., n}, is a function on 5g k-1 with values in q/. [The 
encoding at each terminal depends on both the message to be transmitted and 
the sequence of symbols received at that terminal.] cg is said to be a code for 
the restricted TWC if the encoding does not depend on the received output, 
i.e. if the fi's resp. the gj's denote simply n-words from 5g '~ resp. q/~. A 
(n, N1, N2, A) code is a (n, N1, N2) code c# satisfying 
1 1 N-N2 
P~(cd) :-- N~ N 2 ~ ~ Wn(-diJ' Bi~ ]f i '  gj) >~ 1 -- )t. 
i=1 5=1 
A rate pair (R 1 , R2) is said tO be achievable if for any • > 0 and any 0 < A < 1 
there exists an integer no, such that for any n >/n  o there exists a (n, N1, Nz,  A) 
code ~ satisfying 
1/n log N1 /> Ri  - -  E 
1/nlogN 2 />R 2 -• .  
The set ~(W)  of all achievable rate pairs is called the capacity region of the 
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TWC. Analogously one defines the capacity region f~(W) of the restricted 
TWC W (cf. van der Meulen (1977)). 
I I I .  THE INNER AND THE OUTER BOUND FOR THE TWC; THE RESULT 
Let X and Y are random variables on ~ resp. Y/("input variables"). The 
random variables Y and X on Y/resp. ~ with the joint distribution 
Pr (Y=y,X~z)= Z Z Pr (X=x,  Y=y)  W(y, x lx ,  y), 
y e a27, £ e f-, are called the output variables corresponding to X and Y (with 
respect o the channel W). 
The inner bound G1(W) is the closed convex hull of the set 
{(I(X ^  X [ Y), I (Y ^ Y ] X)) ] X, Y independent input variables}. 
The outer bound Go(W ) is the closed convex hull of the set 
{(I(X ^  X I Y), I (Y ^ Y [ X)) I X, Y input variables}. 
Here I(-) denotes the information function and (Y, X) are the output variables 
corresponding to (X, Y). 
THEOREM S (Shannon (1961)). G I( W) -- ~( W) and G l( W ) C ~( W) C Go(W )
for any TWC W. 
It is known [1] from an example of Blackwell that GI(W) and Go(W ) may 
differ. In order to determine the capacity region of the TWC it is important to 
know if it is possible for ~(W) to exceed the inner bound G1(W). We answer 
this question in the following. 
THEOREM. There are TWC's W for which the capacity region ~( W) is definitely 
larger than GI(W). 
This result shows once more how complex the situation for multi-way channels 
can be. See for instance Dueck (1977), where we have shown that the maximal 
error capacity region of the TWC can be strictly smaller than the inner bound 
GI(W) (this answers a problem of Ahlswede (1971)). 
We prove the Theorem in the next section by example. 
IV. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We first give the definition of four TWC's W1, W~, W3, W4, where W 4 
is the example proving the Theorem. 
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Channel W1 (Binary multiplying channel) 
For any pair of input variables X, Y for this channel we give the corresponding 
output variables in the Fig. 2 (all alphabets are {0, 1}). Blackwell has shown 
?=x.Y Y 
Channel Wl< 
x ~=x.v  
FIG. 2. Description of channel W1 • 
(see Shannon (1961)) that for this channel GI(W1) # Go(W1). Therefore, there 
exists a probability distribution P on {0, 1} × {0, 1} such that 
(I(X ^  X I Y), I(Y ^ F I X)) 6 Vl(Wl) 
where X, Y are input variables with joint distribution P. We fix this distribution 
P in order to define a second channel: 
Channel W 2 
This channel has input alphabets {0, 1} and output alphabets {0, 1} × {0, 1}. 
For input variables X, Y we give the corresponding output variables in Fig. 3. 
? = (Z '+Y,  Z) Y 
X '2 = (Z+X, Z ' )  
FIG. 3. Description of channel W2 • 
Here (Z, Z') is a pair of random variables on {0, 1} with joint distribution P
which is independent of the input (X, Y). 
Channel W 3 
This is a channel with input alphabets {0, 1} and output alphabets {0, 1} × 
{0, 1} × {0, 1} (Fig. 4), where (Z, Z', Z, Z') is independent of (X, Y); (Z, Z') 
has joint distribution P, and the distribution of (2, 2') is given by 
P r (Z=~,Z '=5 ' )= ~ ~ P(z, z') Wl(2', S l z, z'). 
ze{o.l} z{o,1} 
[If one interpretes (Z, Z') as input variables for channel W 1 then Z', Z are the 
corresponding output variables with respect of W1]. 
? .= (Z '+Y,Z ,  2 ' )  Y 
Channel W3< 
X ~ = (Z+X, Z', 2) 
FIG. 4. Description of channel W3 • 
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Channel W a 
This channel is defined as the parallel ch. annel with the component channels 
W 1 and W~ ; the input alphabets are {0, 1} × {0, 1}, the output alphabets are 
{0, 1} x {0, 1} x {o, 1}. 
For the input (2(1, X2) , (](1, Y~) the output is given by Fig. 5, where (Z, Z') 
has joint distribution P and is independent of the input (X 1 , X2, Y1, Y2)- 
(Z' + Y2' Z) Y2 
Channel W 4 
X1 X1 " YI 
X2 (Z + X 2, Z') 
FIG. 5. Description of channel W~. 
We want to show that the capacity region of W 4 is larger than its inner bound 
GI(W4). The idea is to use the output variables (Z, Z') of the component channel 
W~ of W 4 as input variables for the component channel W 1 of W 4 . This is 
possible because feedback is available. 
We state now a few Lemmas investigating the inner bounds of the defined 
channels: 
LEMMA 1. Vl(W2) = {(R1, R2) ] R 1 ~ log2 --  H(Z r Z'), R 2 ~ l og2-  
H(Z' ] Z)}. 
Proof. Let (X, Y) a pair of independent input variables and let (Z' ® Y, Z) 
and (Z ® X, Z') be the corresponding output variables. Then 
_r(r ^  (z' ® Y, z) I x)  
-~ I (Y ^ Z ] 2 0 q- I(Y ^ (Z' ® Y) ] X, Z) 
-~ I (Y ^ (Z' ® Y) I X, Z), because X, Y, Z are independent, 
: H(Z '® Y] X, Z) - -  H(Z' ® Y I X, Y, Z) 
log 2 -- H(Z' ® Y I X, Y,  Z) 
=log2- -H(Z '  X, Y, Z) 
log 2 -- H(Z' Z), because X, Y, (Z, Z') are independent. 
With the same arguments, 
t (x  ^  (z ® x, z') E Y) <. l og  2 - H(Z I Z'). 
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Now observe that equality holds in both inequalities if H(X) = H(Y) = log 2, 
since then, for instance, 
log 2 ~ H(Z' @ Y I X, Z) ~ H(Z' O Y I X, Z, Z') 
= H(Y]X,  Z, Z') H(Y) = log 2. 
LEMMA 2. Gi(Ws) = {(R a , R2) [ R 1 ~ log 2 -- H(Z [ Z', Z), R 2 ~ log 2 -- 
H(Z' l Z, z')} 
Proof. We can use the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 1. Again 
let X, Y be independent input variables and (Z' @ Y, Z, Z) and (Z @ X, Z', Z) 
the corresponding output variables. Then 
/ (Y  ^ (Z' ® Y, Z, 2 3 / X) 
= I(Y ^ (Z, Z') [ X) + I(Y ^ (Z' @ Y) ] X, Z, Z') 
= I(Y ^ (Z' Q Y) [ X, Z, Z,') 
~< log 2 --  H(Z' @ Y ] X, Y, Z, Z') 
= log2- -  H(Z'[Z, Z') 
and 
I (X ^ (Z @ X, Z', Z) I Y) ~ log 2 --  H(Z ] Z', Z) 
as in the proof of Lemma 1 with equality if H(X) = H(Y) = log 2. 
Since W 4 is a parallel channel with the component channels W 1 and W~ 
we have the following 
I t !  / LEMMA 3. G~(W,) = {(R; 4- R ; ,  R e 4- R2) [ (R; ,  R2) ~ G,(W,), (R~, R~) c 
a,(W~)}. 
Now we consider the random variables (Z, Z', Z', Z) as defined above. By 
the definition of these variables, 
d (Z  ^ Z I Z'), Z(Z' ^  Z' I Z)) ¢ C,(W1). 
Since 
and 
log 2 --  H(Z [ Z', Z) = log 2 --  H(Z ] Z') 4- I(Z ^  Z [ Z') 
log 2 - -  H(Z' I Z, Z') = log 2 --  H(Z' ] Z) + I(Z' ^  Z' ] Z), 
the following is an immediate consequence of the preceding Lemmas: 
LEMMA 4. (a) (log 2 --  H(Z ] Z', Z), log 2 --  H(Z'] Z, Z')) ~ G1(W,), (b) 
(log 2 - -  H(Z i Z', Z), log 2 --  H(Z' ] Z, Z')) ¢ GI(W4). 
In the next Lemma 5 we show that there exist codes for the channel W 4 with 
the rate pair considered in Lemma 4. This will prove our Theorem. 
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L~MMA 5. (log 2 --  H(Z [ Z', Z), log 2 - -  H(Z' [ Z, Z')) ~ ~(W4). 
Proof. The idea of the proof is as follows: At each time unit we let transmit 
Terminal 1 (Terminal 2) of channel W 4 independently letters x ~ {0, 1} 
(y  ~ (0, 1}) through the component channel W e ; then at each time unit they 
receive the first (the second) letter of an outcome (z, z') of the random variable 
(Z, Z'). This received letter z e {0, 1} (z' ~ {0, 1}) they transmit now over the 
channel W 1 . They receive the first (the second) letter of an outcome (~', ~) 
of (Z', Z) which is the output variable corresponding to (Z, Z') with respect 
to channel W 1 . We recall now the definition of W 8 and observe that transmitting 
X, Y over channel W 2 and then transmitting the received output (Z, Z') over 
channel W 1 is a "simulation of channel Wz". For this channel, however, we 
can make use of Lemma 4a. 
With these ideas in mind we turn to a formal statement of the proof. Let 
> 0, 0 < A < 1 be real numbers. By Theorem S and Lemma 4a there exists 
for n large enough a (n, N1, Ns,  A) code 
= ((ui, va, A i j ,  Bij) [ i = 1,..., Na ; j  = 1,..., Ns} 
for the restricted TWC W 3 with code words u i ~ fn ,  vj E ~n and 
1/n log N~ >~ log 2 - -  H(Z 1 Z', Z) --  E 
1/n log N 2 ~> log 2 - -  H(Z'  I Z, 2')  - -  E. 
From this code c~ for the restricted TWC W 3 we construct a code cg, of block 
length (n 4- 1) for the TWC W 4 as follows: 
For i ~ {1,..., N1} we define an encoding function fi by 
f l  i = (0, ui(1)), where ui(1) is the first coordinate of ui ~ fn ;  
f~(~)  = (*~, u.8)); 
L'(*~, *8) = (*8, ui(~)); 
. . ,  
° . °  
f . ' (* l  ,..-, * . -1) = (* . -1 ,  ui(.)); 
f . '+l(Z, ,..., z . )  = ( * . ,  0); 
i.e. first Terminal 1 transmits 0 through channel Wa and ui(1) through channel 
W 2 . Then one recieves as output of channel W e an outcome z1 of the random 
variable Z. Now Terminal 1 transmits zl through channel W~ and ui(2) through 
channel W 2 etc. 
In other words: Through channel We the code word ui is transmitted. The 
received outcomes z1 ,..., z~ of the random variable Z are fed in channel W 1 
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immediately after reception. In completely the same way we define for any 
j ~ (1,..., 3/2} the encoding function gj by 
g:J = (0, %(:)); 
i ~t • g: (~1) = (z l ,  vj(~)); 
g~J(z;, ~;) = (z ; ,  vj(~)); 
. . .  
J ' Z '  ' g~ @1 ,'", ,~-1) = (z~-i ,  %(~)); 
j t g~+~(~ ,..., z;)  = (z ; ,  0). 
Now we define decoding sets Am, B E from the decoding sets Aij ,  Bij of 
given Code oF: 
An element (y~+l, zn+l, 2,,~ 1) e {0, 1} n+l × {0, 1} n+l × (0, 1} ~+1 is an element 
of A.*. if and only if zl 
((Yl .... , y,) ,  (zl ,..., z~), (~  ,..., ~;+1)) ~ Aij 
where, for instance, 3V~ denotes the kth letter of y~+l. 
An element (2 n+l, z '~+1, 2"+1)~{0, 1}n+l × {0, 1}~+1 × {0, 1} ~+1 is an 
element of B.*. if and only if 
( (X I  ' " "  Xn) ,  (Z l  . . . .  , Zn) ,  (Z2 , ' " ,  en+l ) )  @ Bij- 
Let 
W* ={( f i ,g~- ,A* - , ,B~, ) [ i=  1 .... ,N  1 , ' j=  1 .... ,N2}. 
From the definition of ~*  we see that ~*  is nearly "the same code as the given 
code W". The code ~*  for the TWC W, "simulates the code W for the restricted 
TWC W3". As a consequence of the definition of ~*  we have: 
V/Z4n+l: zl* B*. v~i: ,  , i f  i ,  gj) = 14:a~(Aij, Bi~ [ " i ,  7)j) 
SO that oK* is a (n + 1, N1,  IV 2 , h) code for the TWC W4. This proves the 
gemma. 
V.  PROBLEM 
An important special case are those TWC's  which give equal outputs on both 
terminals. Can feedback increase here the capacity region too ? The answer of 
this question is relevant for the solution of the feedback problem for multiple- 
access channels (Ahlswede 1973) as can be seen in the papers of Gaarder and 
Wolf (1975) and Cover and Leung-Yan-Cheong (1976). I f  the answer were yes, 
this problem would become considerably more difficult. 
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